College of Engineering & Technology

Papers Published in Conferences :

Mechanical Engineering


2. Appukuttan K.K. Suma H., Multivariable Pole assignment procedure to control military air crafts Frontiers in Mechanical Engineering, FIME 2010’NITK, Surathkal, during May 2010

3. Appukuttan K.K. Suma H and Radhikalnapaglla., Computation of transfer function using Leverrier and Danivisky methods Advances in Mechanical ScienceKumaraguru College of Technology, Coimbatore, held during Feb 2008

4. Appukuttan K.K. Suma H and Radhikalnapaglla., Computation of transfer function from stage space model ‘Recent Advancements in Mechanical Engineering’ Mahendra Engineering College, Thirencengode, held during July 2008


8. Canute Sherwin, Dr. Suma Bhat, DrSudheendra P Hebbar., Brief Review on Electrodeposited Ni/Cr Coatings and Their Behaviour, National Conference on Advances in Mechanical Engineering Science (NCAMES-2016)April 19-20 2016, SIT, Valachil


10 Mr. Nagaraja M R & Mr. Jason Lobo., Effect of Age Hardening and Thermomechanical treatment on Aluminium 6061 Alloy Hybrid Composite. NATIONAL JOINT CONFERENCE ON INNOVATIONS IN ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, CANARA COLLEGE MANGALORE


25. Rakshithkumar P., Combat hot corrosion and oxidation degradation on boiler tube application Research conclave conference 2017, Reva University Bengaluru

**Physics Department**


3. Sandeep K., Resource mapping of construction materials in kollam district using geographical information system. TRACE 2010 April 21-22, B.S Abdu Rahman University, Chennai.

**Chemistry Department**

1. N. B. Rithin Kumar, Vincent Crasta, B. M. Praveen, B. Shreeprakash, and F. Viju Micro structural studies of PVA doped with metal oxide nanocomposites films AIP Conference Proceedings 1591, 493 (2014); (http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4872650)


**Electronics & Communications Department**


**Civil Engineering Department**

1. Dr. Nagaraja A, Dr. S G Phene. Study of the Metasedimentary enclaves along the Western margin of the closepet granite Karnataka National conference February/March1996 held at Bangalore University
2. Dr. Nagaraja A, Dr. Ramakrishna Hegde and Mr. Shrinath Rao K. A experimental approach for the investigation of fresh water at Srinivas University campus, Mukka, Mangalore Karnataka, India, National conference, March 2016 held at Vivekananda College of Engineering and Technology


4. Srinath Rao K. Special Concrete International Conference, University of Malaya at Malaysia in June 2011 and June 2012.


**Computer Science and Engineering**


8. Shifana Begum presented paper in International Conference on Recent Trends in Technologies ICRITT, held at SDMIT, Ujire on 17th and 18th May 2018


18. Akhilraj. V. Gadagkar  Presented paper on —“Diagnosis and Classification of IUGR using Variational Level Sets and Artificial Neural Networks” at International Conference on Signal and Image Processing BNMIT, Bangalore, India.

19. Akhilraj V Gadagkar Presented paper on —IUGR Diagnosis and Classification using Level sets and Radial Basis Function Neural Network at International Conference held at Siddaganga Institute of Technology, Tumkur, Karnataka, India.


24. Santhosh S presented a paper titled” An Efficient Authentication and Access Control Scheme to Protect Integrity of Anonymous Networks” in National conference ETET-13 held at JIT Bangalore 2013

25. Santhosh S presented a paper titled “Survey on Different Methods for Object oriented Based Shadow Detection & Removal Methods from Urban high Resolution Elevated objects” in International Conference ICRASE-2014 held at Bangalore in 2014


27. Santhosh S Presented a paper titled “A Novel Authentication and Access Control Scheme to Surmount Malignant Users in Anonymous network at National level conference REC MEET13 held at RVCE Bangalore in 2013


29. Krishna Raj,Presented paper at National level conferenceNCACSE-2013 held at SIETTumkur.


32. Sudesh Rao, “Applying Data Mining Technique to predict the diabetes of our future generation” at ISRACE, International Conference, Bangalore on Oct 31, 2014